SierraConstellation Partners’ Workout Bankers Insights Survey Results, Q4 2021
In November 2021, we asked a group of senior bankers in the Special Assets Resolutions/Workouts space
(59.4% with over 20 years of experience) for their insights on current and future business conditions, the
companies within their portfolios, and their work with Financial Advisors.
Current and Future Business Conditions
Surprisingly, given all the news reports concerning the global supply chain, inflation, and labor shortages, only
21.9% of respondents thought current business conditions were having a negative impact on their borrowers.
However, 59.4% of respondents acknowledge that the most common reason for their borrowers in
transferring into Special Assets is “market/industry challenges”.

And, only 3% of respondents thought the current risk of loan defaults, within their institutions, was higher
than normal.
The inverse of these insights reflects an overall positive view of current business conditions held by those
bankers responsible for ensuring that troubled loans don’t translate into lost assets for their lending
institutions. However, forecasts for the next 6 months suggest stormy weather ahead.
46.9% of respondents believe business conditions over the next 6 months will have a negative impact on their
borrowers. And, correspondingly, 37.5% project that the risk of loan defaults over the next 6 months will be
higher than normal.
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71.9% of bankers say that a credit is quickly transferred into the Special Assets Resolutions/Workouts group
within weeks to 3 months after the loan is in default which suggests that lending institutions have their credits
on a short leash. One reason why this transfer can occur so quickly is that SAG Bankers are often shadowing
risky credits while they’re still in the Relationship group, so they are knowledgeable of the companies and
their situation.
Bankers are evenly split on whether currently “shadowed companies” will ultimately transition into their
Workout group within the first or second half of 2022.
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While over the last 2 years, federal regulators have advocated for a lenient handling of troubled loans in
response to the worldwide black swan event known as, Covid-19, with 87.5% of bankers expressing the
possibility that credits within their Special Assets Resolutions/Workouts groups could remain within the
group for 7 – 12+ months before the companies either return to the Relationship group or is forced to exit
the lending institution. Which, between the lines, suggests that lending institutions could be less user-friendly
over the next 6 months.

That said, Workout Bankers (71.9%) believe that their lending institutions have “about the same” potential
for fully recovering on troubled loans over the next 6 months, as currently. This reflects an understanding
that the loan recovery market will remain healthy and full of liquidity over the first half of 2022.
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Financial Advisors
The Financial Advisors to middle-market companies with challenging lender relationships can play a positive
role in brokering successful outcomes for the companies and their lenders. 84.4% of bankers report a 50%
and better level of success when a portfolio company works with a Financial Advisor.

50% of Workout Bankers report a 75% and higher success rate.
Perhaps because of these positive success rates, 31.2% of respondents say they “often make working with a
Financial Advisor a requirement when portfolio companies are seeking forbearance flexibility.
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It’s often the case that Financial Advisors find themselves stuck in that space between a rock (the company)
and a hard place (the bank). Navigating that space isn’t easy but knowing what lenders expect from the
Financial Advisors is critically important. 46.9% of the bankers we polled reported that “transparency from
the company” is most critical to achieving successful outcomes over the next 6 months. This transparency
might be the foundation for both company and lender to collaboratively chart a mutually beneficial course
through macro and company-specific uncertainties.

Not surprisingly, 50% say that one of their top challenges to achieving successful outcomes with companies
that are within their Special Assets Resolution/Workout department is getting “credible financial information
from the company”.
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Couple this, with the insight that 87.5% of bankers list their “loss of confidence in the company’s
management team” as what would most compel them to insist a company bring in a Financial
Advisor/Turnaround Consultant, and you get a clear picture of what lenders expect from Financial Advisors.

Financial Advisors need to be the credibility-check on the situation at the company from the financial and
leadership perspectives, and on future reporting/projections.
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But even then, the most important resource that Special Assets Resolutions/Workouts bankers use to make
decisions about the companies within their portfolio is their “own prior experience” (59.4%).
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